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Fish in Renaissance Dietary Theory

Ken Albala

It is clear that the rising consumption of fish in recent decades can be ascribed in large measure to the favorable verdict of physicians and nutritionists. Fish offers a nutritional profile that fits in well with current dietary principles. Was this not also the case with past nutritional theory? Did the advice of physicians formerly dissuade consumers from eating fish, so that a modern revival was required? This paper will attempt to answer that question by examining European nutritional theory from the invention of printing to the mid-seventeenth century to establish the possible origin of fish aversion.

The story, however, is not simply that past physicians banned fish from a healthy diet; the situation is far more complicated. In the past, as today, dietary principles were by no means static. Authorities frequently disagreed, basic theory was misinterpreted, simplified for a popular audience or adapted to local usage and custom. Particular social connotations of rare and expensive items versus common foods frequently conditioned an author’s estimation. Within dietary literature there are, in fact, few topics which have aroused so much disagreement as that of fish, and it appears that the origin of fish aversion can be traced specifically to the corruption and simplification of nutritional theory.

A comparable situation in our own day would be the popular perception that all red meat is to be avoided. This is clearly a simplification of recent medical studies. In much the same way, the standard medical opinion of various varieties of fish was simplified in the first centuries of printing into a general fear of fish.

This fish aversion is not altogether surprising, given that the basic tenets of humoral physiology are prejudiced against all watery foods: fruits, vegetables and fish in particular. The idea that substances most similar to our own bodies are most easily broken down and converted into our flesh is one of the cornerstones of this theory and tends to favor meat as the ideal aliment. As Petrus Castellanus explains in his book on meat-eating: there is more nourishment in meat than anything else, and those who eat it hold off hunger much longer than those who fill up on fish or vegetables.1

Furthermore, the qualities of fish were believed to be much like the element in which they live: watery. Not only do they offer only thin and watery sustenance, but they predominate in cold and moist humors and therefore tend to increase phlegmatic humors in the consumer. In terms of humoral theory, this is particularly dangerous for individuals of a phlegmatic complexion, or to anyone in cold and moist seasons. A humoral imbalance of phlegm, caused by excessive consumption of fish can lead to rheums, catarrh and in extreme cases paralysis.2 The cold and moist nature of fish also makes them difficult to concoct or break down by means of heat within the stomach.
But by far the most persuasive argument against fish was based on its corruptibility both outside the human body and within. If not properly and thoroughly concocted in the stomach, the putrefying fish is nonetheless distributed through the body via blood and is assimilated into the flesh thereby subverting the entire system. This fear of corruption within the body underlies many specific dietary recommendations concerning fish: most importantly that they be caught only in clear, moving and unpolluted waters. Following the Greek medical authority Galen, most nutritionists stridently condemn fish caught near cities. Duchesne warns that fish which feed on garbage and human waste are the worst of all. Having absorbed the noxious qualities of pollution, they naturally pass them on to the consumer.

Avoiding digestive putrefaction is the primary concern of physicians; it informs their recommended cooking procedures as well as specific guidelines such as avoiding covering fish after cooking lest the superfluous humidity drip down and be reabsorbed by the fish. These superfluities would ultimately putrefy within the body, causing fluxes, nausea and vomiting. Eating fish after it has become cold is also condemned for similar reasons; Benedict of Nursia pronounces it venomous, as is exercise or labor after eating fish which can cause the undigested food to be prematurely distributed throughout the body in crude form where it then decays. Fish is also usually prohibited at the end of the meal because of its susceptibility to corruption as it rests in the uppermost part of the stomach. Following this logic Thomas Cogan criticizes the sixteenth-century custom in Oxford of eating crayfish after flesh on festival days.

Apart from corruptibility, the phlegmatic humors of fish were also believed to cause lassitude, laziness and indifference, essentially because the spirits distilled in the heart from cold elements move slowly through the body and brain, much as a cold gas moves more slowly than a hot one. Interestingly, this is particularly dangerous for scholars whose wits are dependent on the rapid movement of spirits through the brain. It is for this reason that the philosopher Marsilio Ficino recommends that his readers eat very sparingly of phlegmatic foods such as fish. In sum, the qualities of fish according to humoral physiology were one major strike against them, yet perhaps just as important was the substance of fish, its viscous gummy texture, which suggested that only with great difficulty could it pass through the human body. Consider, for example, how Melchior Sebizio describes the tench and its German name Schleié derived from ‘slime’ (Schleim) or worse the Schnotfisch. Both are consigned to be eaten only by the poor and desperate. According to standard theory, it is especially the viscosity or agglutination that makes food nourishing and on this basis some authors commend fish’s ‘sticking’ power, but the stickiest of fish can cause clogs or oppilations within the body’s narrowest passages.

This is certainly the case with the toughest and most ‘crass’ of fish, which although the most difficult to digest, also offer the greatest nutritional value. This is why many dietary writers consign rays, squid and octopus to plebeians and the laboring classes. Their well-exercised bodies and powerfully hot digestive systems are the only ones capable of breaking down the toughest of sea creatures. A similar logic holds for herrings which Thomas Moffett contends offer defective nourishment ‘saving to
ploughmen, sailors, soldiers, mariners, or laboring persons. In weaker systems such tough or slimy foods would engender an infinity of diseases.

The last major argument used against fish is the association of rare and exotic seafood with sybaritic luxury and gluttony. Ancient sources offered a panoply of examples: Lucullus' mad search for the largest shrimp, or the grotesque banquets of Vitellius and Heliogabalus. Stories such as these were frequently cited to argue that fish-eating, along with numerous courses and delicate desserts, are a sign of luxury and weakness and lead ultimately to the downfall of empires. The message, of course, is that courtiers who spend their fortunes buying costly sturgeon or porpoises or subverting their digestive systems with lampreys, are similarly contributing to the decay of their own civilization.

In fact, in this entire dietary genre, only one author stands out in favor of fish-eating peoples as healthier, more sober and longer-lived. This is the transplanted Spaniard Ludovico Nuñez (Nonnius) who, as will be shown, is the only major promoter of fish in these centuries and stands in sharp contrast to most of his contemporaries.

Given these numerous arguments against fish, do many authors take a definite stand condemning all fish as unfit for consumption? Practically none go this far, though there is found an occasional statement such as 'fishes for the most part are not wholesome, or they are of small and ill nourishment and leave manye superfluities in the body and are easilie corrupted.' Guliermo Grataroli merely recommends that we 'abstain from them.' Thomas Vaughan suggests that we eat sturgeon only in moderation 'which rule I wish to be followed in all fish meales.' Thomas Elyot includes 'all fishe' among foods engendering phlegm.

Rarely do physicians make a blanket condemnation, but it seems to be the case that their readers did indeed interpret their warnings this way. Luigi Cornaro, the most celebrated centenarian health-nut of his day, attributed his longevity to his abstaining from fruit and fish. Apparently many believed that merely keeping the body dry would increase the life span, and avoiding fish would certainly achieve that end. According to Nonnius, many people believed fish to be unhealthy and many modern innovators, such as Leonard Fuchs, had persuaded people never to eat fish in spring.

The majority of dietary writers, however, prefer certain fish above others or use slightly different criteria in judging the properties of fish. Their opinions are conditioned by several variables: the years they are writing and, ultimately, which ancient authorities are in vogue; their country of origin; and, most interestingly after the 1520s, their religion.

For physicians in the later fifteenth century, the most important ancient authorities on diet were of the Arabic school including (in the Latin forms of their names) Avicenna, Averroes, Rhasis and Isaac Judaeus, as well as the available writings of Galen. This has an interesting effect on their evaluation of fish, the most important criteria being taste. The sweetest most pleasant-tasting fish were considered the most nutritious, for as Avicenna said (in Latin translation), 'quod sapit nutrit.' There is also a preference for scaled fish. Scales were considered a sign of superfluous humidity
expelled to the exterior of the fish. \( ^{19} \) Agreeing, Symphorien-Champier in the early sixteenth century traces this opinion back to Isaac Judaeus, \( ^{20} \) which is not surprising considering the Mosaic prohibition of unscaled fish. Other fifteenth-century authors quote the opinion of Rhasis, directly or indirectly, who claimed that all fish are difficult to digest; because of their coldness and viscosity they generate cold blood and rheums (i.e. ‘colds’). Platina repeats this in Book X of De honesta voluptate.

After the 1520s and a general revival of Galenic medicine in its entirety, along with other ‘hellenic’ authorities Aetius, Oribasius, Paulus of Aegina, the taste criterion no longer applies. There are many fish, although sweet to the taste, which are nonetheless forbidden on account of their tough texture, polluted origin, or fatness. Eels become the prime example of a fish that tastes good but is dangerous. \( ^{21} \) On the other hand, Galen makes no general condemnation of fish as food, and his mid-sixteenth-century followers usually concur.

It is only in the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that heated arguments on the topic of fish begin to divide physicians. In many cases they ignore ancient opinions in favor of local custom, as in the case of Thomas Cogan who favors British fish, healthier for being tossed in the wind, waves and deep running waters. \( ^{22} \) There is also his countryman Thomas Moffett who denies that all fish are cold and moist. \( ^{23} \)

The most interesting point of division is whether fish can be safely eaten in late winter and early spring as is prescribed by the Roman Catholic church during Lent. Theoretically, cold and moist fish should only be eaten in hot and dry seasons to counteract their harmful qualities, but most Catholic authors are reluctant to point this out. Protestant authors do not hesitate: ‘neither should we need to imitate Gregory the Lent-maker, persuading men to eat only fish at that time, when it is most out of season, most hardly gotten, and most hurtful to the bodies of most men.’ \( ^{24} \) Moffett, the author of these lines, also refers to sprats as ‘one of Jack-a-lents principle pages’ and a queasy, corruptible and aguish food, especially harmful when smoked or fried. William Vaughan also criticizes papists who abstain from flesh only to feed on fish and sugar-sops which stir up lust and defeat the whole purpose of Lent. \( ^{25} \) Similarly, Melchior Sebizius of Strassburg criticizes the Carthusians’ year-round diet of fish which makes them phlegmatic, somnolent, fat, even obese, oblivious, slow of body and mind, and white-fleshed. \( ^{26} \) They also suffer innumerable diseases as a result of their fish diet. It is only the Catholic Nonnius who claims that fish are tempered and lightly nourishing and are the ideal food for spring and Lent. \( ^{27} \)

While these writers’ general estimation of fish is determined by when and where they wrote, and perhaps by a confessional bias, their appraisal of individual species is even more varied and contentious, and will illustrate how easily confusion or corruption of theory could arise among readers.

One interesting example is salmon. Apparently little was written about it by ancient authorities, so nutritionists were free to judge for themselves. Hugo Fridaesvallis in Flanders decided that salmon is difficult to concoct, caused flatulence and generated crass juice (the concocted fluid transformed into blood in the liver.) \( ^{28} \) The French commentator of Platina, however, decided that salmon had a taste closest to flesh of any fish and praised the sweet red salmon caught in the Garonne, although
he still admitted that it is difficult to digest. Nonnius praised the salted and smoked salmon that was shipped from Belgium all around Europe, extolling the superiority of those caught in the Rhine. Alessandro Petronio, on the receiving end of all that shipping, said that they lose all their goodness en route and are eaten only by the poor. Clearly the diversity of opinion would only confuse the matter for the reader.

Equally confusing are the various opinions about oysters, particularly over their supposed aphrodisiac potency. Fifteenth-century authors usually claim that they either stimulate dulled passions or actually ‘augment the material of coitus’ which probably refers to the textural similarities and ease of conversion from nourishing food to sperm. Other authors also point out that oysters are frequently used to ‘excite the appetite of Venus.’ How this actually happens was a matter for debate though. Petronio contends that while many people believe that similarity of substance causes oysters to increase seed, it can only possibly be the actual nourishment they offer, because, as all people know, sperm (and milk) is nothing more than an excess or plethora of nourishment unused by the body. In his Erreurs populaires, however, Laurent Joubert contends that since oysters are cold and not very nourishing, there must be some other cause. Perhaps it is their saltiness which can stimulate by itching the interior parts. But that lust wanteth sufficiency, because it cometh not from plenty of natural seed, but from an itching quality which is unnatural. If salt were the cause, then all salty foods would also be aphrodisiacs. Another solution would be that they cause ‘ventosity’ or excessive wind within the body, and this can travel through the body’s passages artificially distending the genitals. Albeit this can in no way increase fecundity. Following this logic, beans would also then be aphrodisiac. The third possible solution would be the action of heat, and while oysters are themselves cold, they are frequently eaten with pepper and aromatic spices which do heat the body. In the end, the topic is never resolved, nor does any author deny oysters’ aphrodisiac properties. Authors are equally divided on what kind of nourishment they offer: salty and pituitous, crass and tough, temperate and restorative. One point in agreement is that they be eaten only in months with an ‘R’, for ‘va in amore, et perde i sapore.’

Another instructive example of ambivalence among dietary writers is the properties of eels and various related species (anguilla, murena, lampreda). The major fear originates from the idea that these fish spontaneously generate from excrudesences of the ocean floor. Thus, like truffles and fungi and all insects, they are born from the heat of putrefaction and rotting organic matter rather than from generation. Thus, they bear all the noxious qualities of their origin. What, however, was difficult to explain was their sweet, delicious taste. Among the fifteenth-century authors, Benedict is ambivalent, pointing out their harmful properties, while admitting that they are among the most esteemed and expensive of fish. Mid-sixteenth-century writers such as Pictorius (in his dialogues on how to conserve health) tend to condemn eels outright despite their popularity. Grataroli suggests that ‘it were best for suche persons as in this treatise are ment to forbear them altogether,’ but he does mention that ‘broyled’ they are rid of much of their ‘vicious and naughtie humours,’ and that ‘to cornerauntaes and Epicures they seeme to go
down their throat pleasantie.40 Later in the sixteenth century, as Cogan relates, their corrupt origin remains a problem for they are ‘engendred of the verie Earth, Dirte or Myre without generation, or spaune,’ but taste so pleasant that ‘nature seemeth to have done yll, in giving such sweetnesse to such yll fishes.’41 Moffett agrees and adds that they had caused the death ‘not onely ... of King Henry the first, but also of many brave men and captains.’42 In the seventeenth century Sebizius points out that they are sweet, a delicacy, and by several authors even considered healthy, but all true physicians teach that they are dangerous. Nonetheless, gourmets can hardly abstain, and roasted with aromatics and wine, they can be significantly improved.43 It appears that, perhaps precisely because of these warnings, eels are thought of as a delicious but dangerous indulgence, all the more prized in eating as an act of transgression. It is for similar reasons that melons are highly treasured in European courts, and perhaps why many unhealthy foods are so sought after in our own day.

On the topic of salted or preserved fish there is even more equivocation among dietary writers. Ostensibly, the basic humoral qualities of fish change entirely under these processes, rendering them hot and dry and in the case of salting a cutting, abstrusive and appetite-stimulating virtue is obtained. Yet the social connotations of these fish are generally so strong that an unbiased appraisal is rare. Eobanus Hessus and his commentator Placotomus mention that salted fish have the power to heat and attenuate crass humors, that is, they aid the passage of fluids through the body,44 and this is orthodox physiology. Duchesne concurs that herrings and sardines can clean the stomach of mucus and stimulate the appetite by puckering the mouth of the stomach.45 For most authors, however, they are a food fit only for the poor. As William Vaughan says ‘take heed of salt herrings and slimy fish, as a meate fitter for labourers, then for tender natures.’46 Joacobus Sylvius consigns herring to the more vulgar sort as a food fit for famine times, along with frogs and earthworms.47

Similar prejudice surrounds stockfish. Alessandro Petronio mentions that some refer to it as 'sporco' or filthy and that it is never served on the tables of the rich.48 Erasmus in one of his colloquies claimed that it nourishes no more than a stock of wood. Only the most talented of chefs can render it palatable for ‘a good Cooke can make you good meate of a whetstone.’49 How the average reader was to assess these fish remains problematic.

Exactly the opposite social connotations are attached to large, rare and expensive ‘fishes’ such as whale, porpoise and tuna which are usually condemned as too gross and excrementous, despite the fact that they are highly sought after by curious epicures. There is more disagreement over sturgeon, much of it generated over etymological confusion, but no one could deny that this was considered the ideal dish for lavish banqueting.50 Pisanelli admits that it is the most praised and most precious, but its fat viscous flesh made it slow and difficult to digest.51

Caviar proves equally difficult to assess. Opinions range from approval – as in Platina, who describes how to prepare it52 – to Pictorius whose speaker admits ‘many love to eat fish, but I more willingly eat fish eggs, though they are reproached by physicians.’ To which his interlocutor replies, ‘of course they offer terrible nourishment and aggravate the stomach.’53 The most scathing accusation hails from
Moffett who repeats the Italian proverb 'chi mangia di caviare mangia moschi, merdi, et salae.' (whoever eats caviar eats flies, shit and salt.)

Similarly diverse estimations of crustaceans and molluscs abound in dietary literature. Shrimp, crab and lobsters, by the authority of Galen, were difficult to digest but nonetheless nourishing. Rondelet, undoubtedly the fish expert among natural historians of the sixteenth century, claimed that their soft humid flesh offered little nourishment. Many authors, such as Domenico Romoli, side with Galen; others, such as Thomas Elyot, include shellfish among those that engender 'ylliuyce' with the exception of 'crevyse deau douce.' Others contend that because difficult to digest, molluscs in particular despite their soft human-like flesh, cause horrible dreams. Others similarly reject Galen, as Moffett does when he claims that cuttlefish and calamari must have been commended on hearsay for 'their flesh is as brawny as any ploughmans' though 'their skins be soft as any womans.'

To dispel the possible impression that all fish were condemned by Renaissance physicians, it should be noted that some fish do emerge with consistently high ratings. These are usually the lighter – in color and texture – smaller and more friable or flaky fish. Sole or 'partridge of the sea' is usually commended, as is carp which by some was believed to eat gold, hence its coloring. Mullet and pike are usually praised, especially by the orthodox followers of Galen, and, late in this survey, especially among northern writers, trout is singled out as praiseworthy. Yet even beyond these few species, there was hope for those fond of fish. The harmful qualities of fish could always be corrected in the kitchen.

The most fascinating details in this entire genre, especially for the food historian, are the recommendations that physicians make in order to correct or counteract the harmful qualities of fish. The logic of these corrections explains to a great extent the seemingly odd or jarring combinations of flavors frequently encountered among Renaissance recipes and may also be the origin of many of our present foodways and taste preferences.

In general, 'condiments' or correctives are used to counteract either the humoral qualities of a food or to mitigate the effects of their potentially harmful substance. That is, to cold and phlegmatic fish the appropriate addition would be hot and drying herbs and cooking methods which 'temper' or 'season' the dish as a whole. For crass fish, methods which render the food more passable and help to break it down or make its texture more subtle are called for.

Combining fish with sour flavors serves precisely this purpose. Vinegar, verjus or lemon cut through the viscous substance of many fish. Take, for example, Pisanelli's suggestion that mullet should be cooked over a grill, constantly bathed in oil and (sour) orange juice. Platina's recipes for fish consistently include verjus or orange. Mustard, especially because it is hot and volatile, is an equally effective corrective for the more viscous fish. As Romoli advises unctuous fish are difficult to digest 'whence they ought not to be eaten if not, as is necessary, with mustard and similar things.'

As condiments, pepper and hot and dry herbs such as oregano and parsley are the most common recommended to correct fishes' cold qualities; sometimes sugar
or honey are suggested, mostly in the fifteenth century. Among some authors aromatic spices are appropriate as well, as in Fridaevallius’ emendation of *cantharo* (black sea bream) with pepper, cinnamon, ginger and aromatics. His contemporary Menapius in Düsseldorf suggests that all fish, especially soft and fat ones, should be condite with wine or vinegar and ginger, cloves, cinnamon, saffron, pepper or, presumably for the less-well-off, onion, leek, parsley, rosemary, hyssop, etc. Following Galen, leeks and dill are also proposed as the sauce *albo jure*.

The preferred cooking methods were seething (i.e. poaching) for the drier and tougher fish, and roasting, grilling or baking for the moist ones. Both correct the fishes’ natural faults. This logic seems to inform Petronio’s recipe for tuna in which it is cut into pieces, salted and roasted on a spit with oil, vinegar, coriander and fennel or rosemary. He advises to turn frequently to prevent burning. Frying is almost always decried because it seals in the noxious humors, and burned or even browned fish is also sometimes condemned for increasing choler and melancholy. Interestingly, the most abominable thought among these writers is consumption of raw fish (with the exception of oysters). The most popular story is of Diogenes the Cynic who apparently killed himself by eating a raw octopus. Moffett relates a story of one Woolmar who as a party trick at court would consume iron, glass, raw fish and fruit, among other horrible things.

Lastly, the universally preferred corrective for fish was to drink wine with it. As the saying went: *poisson sans vin est poison.* Wine, hot and among the subtlest of substances, promotes the concoction and digestion of fish. Contrariwise, milk (cold and phlegmatic itself) taken with fish would be venomous, though not all authors agree on the reason for this. Manfredi says that it becomes poison through some occult (unseen) cause.

To return to this paper’s original premise: if a people’s dietary preferences can be significantly swayed by medical opinion, especially when that opinion is fraught with contention and prone to simplification, then can early modern physicians have, even if inadvertently, caused a general fear of fish in Europe? Even for those unable to read Latin or any of these professional or popular texts, can their physician’s warnings have stirred up serious suspicion among potential fish-eaters? It seems clear the answer is yes.
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